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On the Gardens and Marginal
Lands of Classical Attica

Jens Krasilnikoff

Throughout the 20th century scholars
have been occupied with different aspects
of ancient Greek farming, the subsistence
basis of the Greek poleis. Important aspects
of ancient agriculture were from an early
start the subject of thorough investigations
and in this process the evidence of Attica
and Athens has played a dominant role.
Substantial parts of the conclusions of
these early works are, however, now out
dated especially because of the intensified
work which has been done throughout
the last 30 years.1 The recent discussions
have mainly been conducted on the basis
of the literary evidence and the heterogene archaeological material and have
mainly focused on the farmland (agros)2
thereby excluding the extensive "wilder

ness" and boarderlands (ore) of the poleis.
The purpose of the examinations has been
to explain the different roles played by
agriculture with reference to different
social and economic aspects of the poleis.
Among the various topics the positions for
and against agropastoralism or mixedfarming

Ever since the 19th century scholars
have been working on the settlement his
tory of Greece, and Attica has received
much attention. Accordingly, historians
have used the results from archaeological
excavations to elucidate the history of
agriculture in ancient Greece. The pin
points of these excavations did not, how
ever, produce coherent results allowing for
more general conclusions, and not until
the results of the survey projects started to
emerge 20 years ago was it possible to say
something about the relationship between
agriculture and settlement in Greece and
ancient Attica. Still, we have not fully
exploited the possibilities which the iden
tification of a differentiated settlement

structure gives for the interpretation of
ancient Greek farming. However, since the
majority of the literary evidence relevant
for the study of ancient Greek farming
originates from writers of 5th and 4th
century Athens, and since survey-results
are available for ancient Attica, I find it

have dominated the debate since 1981

useful to examine farming in Attica itself.
The purposes of this paper are first, to

when Halstead introduced the idea of a

comment on some of the results of recent

balanced agricultural production for the
bronze age societies of the eastern Medi
terranean. In the years that followed this
concept was applied to other historical
periods including Classical Greece. The
purpose of the discussion was to deter

research especially concerning marginal
lands and animals. Second, it is my inten
tion to demonstrate the advantages of
including all levels of ancient farming, that
is, to incorporate both the domestic pro
duction and the marginal land in the
examination. Parallel to this, it is also my
ambition to demonstrate that the incorpo
ration of gardens and marginal lands into
Attic farming rather than agropastoralism

mine whether the ancient Greek farmer

aimed at producing for subsistence or for a
market with the aim of securing a surplus
in cash.The latter of these forms was by
some scholars claimed to be the dominant

contributed to the subsistence of the

form of production in ancient Attica, and
was apparently made possible because the
inadequate cereal production was counter-

growing population outside Athens and
Piraeus proper.

measured by the extensive grain supply.3
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The Basics

in Attica.6 Because of this the farmer

aimed at preserving the limited amounts
Attica is dominated by mountains covered
with a mixture of pine wood and maquis
mixed with plains suitable for cereal pro
duction. In comparison with modern

of water in the soil and this is why ancient
Greek farming is often referred to as "dry
farming".7
Both Xenophon and Theophrastus

Greece marches, fens and wetlands were

were well aware that both climate and

far more dominant in the past and gener
ally one must imagine a wetter and partly
more fertile landscape than today. In this
richly varied landscape the inhabitants of

location dictated what migth be able to
grow and how the crop was to be raised.
According to Theophrastus the farmer was
to cultivate the crop in a way that allowed
for the plant to pursue its natural course
(telos). If this knowledge was combined
with the right procedures and with some
luck and the good will of the gods, the
fields and the gardens would provide a
surplus. It should be pointed out that the
qualities and usefulness of these nutrients
were not understood by the most sofisti-

Attica had farmed the land ever since

neoliticum. Therefore, 5th and 4th century
farming was based upon centuries of
accumulated knowledge of how to imple

ment the proper agricultural strategies.
This inherited knowledge of how to cul
tivate the land and how to breed animals

in the harsh climatological and environ
mental conditions of Attica was the only
guideline available to farmers. For Attica,
as for the majority of the Greek poleis, evi
dence exists of the production of cereals,
olives and vine, crops which conventional
ly constitute the "Mediterranean triad".
Several other crops have been claimed to

cated writers on botanical matters - Aris

totle and Theophrastus - let alone by the
farmers of ancient Greece and Attica.

Therefore, we cannot suppose that farm
ing in Classical antiquity was ever based
upon the knowledge of nutrients and
their chemical functions. Neither the

be dominant or at least vital to ancient

Classical Greeks nor the Romans, who in

agricultural production, especially various
kinds of pulses and fodder crops (alfalfa),
and these crops all played a vital role in
the debate about the very existence and
nature of the so-called farm systems in
ancient Greece.4 It seems equally impor

many ways practised more sophisticated
forms of agriculture, were able to utilize
empirical knowledge of the value of
nutrients for cultivation.8 The absence of

an agricultural sophistication in Greece
after the Roman annexation more than

tant to focus on the basic elements: water

suggests that the land and climate them

and nutrients.

selves were the main obstacles for such a

Ancient as well as modern farming is
dominated by a number of factors includ
ing the two essential determinants: the
level of technology and the conditions of
growth including the amounts of water

development. It is of the utmost impor
tance to realize that the ancient writers

and farmers did not possess a thorough
empirical knowledge on the nutritional
and chemical aspects of farming.9

and nutrients available. Scientists have in

different ways tried to establish the avail
ability of both water and nutrition in the
landscapes surrounding the modern Medi
terranean.5 For the present, it is sufficient
to establish that the soils of modern

Greece and Attica are generally poor on
nutrients and nothing indicates that this
was fundamentally different in antiquity.
The majority of the farmers relied
upon precipitation for water supply, since
irrigation was not commonly, if ever, used
178

The Garden
Apart from cereal cultivation in agros two
other forms of production are document
ed by the literary and epigraphical evi
dence: the garden (kepos) and the orchard
or plantation.10 The garden is mentioned
frequently and must be considered uni
form to all levels of agros as well as the
urban and quasi-urban centers of Attica.
Greens, vegetables and several kinds of

fruit were the produce of the garden.11
The kepos could therefore most appropri
ately be described as a kitchen garden, but
the kepos also functioned as a nursery for
seedlings and perhaps as an experimentarion
where new forms of known species were
grown.12 The kepos was indeed one of the
most specialized parts of ancient farming
and the horticultural expertise was some
times provided by a specialist, the gardener
(kepouros). Recently, it has been suggested
that the garden was less relevant to a gen
eral synthesis on ancient Greek agricul
ture.13 This might be true if size and
quantity were the only guidelines, but
many factors point to the fact that at a
specific level a very intimate relationship
could exist between gardening, agriculture
and animal husbandry. The evidence sug
gests that most gardens were located in
the vicinity of the residence of the mem
bers of the oikos.This makes sense, since

the crops of the garden demanded inten
sive care including frequent waterings, and
it seems probable that many gardens and
residences extracted water from the same
source.14 Three levels of cultivation existed

in Attic farming: cereal production in
agros, marginal production on phellcus and
eschatia and the most intensive and inte

grated production in the garden. Although
small in area the yield of the garden was
relatively high and would secure a varied
diet not obtainable from the traditional

crops of Mediterranean agriculture. The
oikos-\eve\ of the production could com
bine plenty of water and nutrients with
sufficient manpower: all members of the
oikos could presumably contribute to the
outcome of the garden, while the male
members of the oikos were in charge of
the production in the agros, phelleus and
eschatia.1S

be transformed into commodities with the

purpose of cash-generating,16 as was most
certainly the case with animal husbandry.

Domestic Breeding
Even though focus has primarily been
placed on the cereal production of the
agros, several scholars have been working
with different aspects of animal husbandry.
There seems to be no greater controver
sies concerning the species involved in
ancient animal husbandry.17 This is not,
however, the case when discussions are

directed towards the question of the
form(s) of animal husbandry and the role
of animals in agriculture and society.18
Although the evidence does not allow
for exact estimations of the various species
involved, there is no doubt that sheep and
goats were the most numerous and impor
tant animals in ancient Attic farming. The
good relationship that exists between
nutritional requirements and reproductive
qualities makes probata the preferred ani
mals in an agricultural production condi
tioned by limited fodder and water
resources. The documentation for animal

flocks is, however, very limited. The Athe
nian forensic speeches give a few examples
probably referring to wealthy farmers:
Panaitius kept 84 sheep and 67 goats,19
Demosthenes20 relates of 50 sheep, and
Isaius21 of one stock consisting of 60 sheep
and 100 goats and another22 of goats with
shephard valued at 1.300 drachmas.23 Cat
tle demands considerable amounts of fod

der and water and so do pigs. This is prob
ably the reason why the evidence gives
the impression that pigs were kept in small
numbers and mostly found in the vicin
ities of farmsteads. Given the climatological and vegetational conditions of ancient

The evidence suggests that in those

Attica, probata were the obvious choice for

periods of history when the peninsula
experienced profound demographic pres

animal husbandry in Classical Attica. More
difficult, however, it seems to decide the

nature of animal husbandry in Classical

sure —from the Peloponnesian War to
Alexander —all levels of agricultural

Attica. Although few scholars have been

potential were exploited. Agriculture
aimed at subsistence primarily by cultiva
tion of the three main crops: cereals, olives
and wine but all of these might frequently

small domestic animal breeding, this less
spectacular form was commonly used. In
fact, one can hardly imagine a farmstead

interested in or even observant of the
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domestic breeding is closely connected to

production, animals, wood, charcoal, min
ing, etc. and the ones dependant upon a
few productive units (a few pelthra of

the nature of the evidence: the archaeo

arable land, garden and a few animals).

without a fair number of different animals

attached to it.24 The limited focus on the

logical material cannot contribute with
decisive information - it is often difficult

to decide whether evidence originates
from domestic or more extensive forms of

breeding. Therefore, we have to rely heavi
ly upon the relatively few references in
the literature. Several facts are nevertheless

clear: domestic breeding relied potentially
upon a mixture of kitchen waste, choppice and grazing off the nearest fields and
maquis. Furthermore, the animals could
benefit from the water available at or

nearby most farmsteads. Therefore, close to
the residence of the oikos one might
expect to find the most intensive forms of
production: domestic breeding and the
growth of vegetables and greens in the
kepos. If any parts of Classical farming are
to be described as "intensive" the interplay
between domestic breeding and cultiva
tion of the kepos is one obvious candidate.
Other forms of integration involve less
elements such as pasturage on fillow,
manuring and the nibbling of the prema
ture barley and wheat to increase the
yield.

An examination of animal husbandry in
ancient Attica or Greece could originate
from an examination of the domestic level

of production. First, the oikos-level pro
vides evidence for all animals involved in

ancient farming including a number
almost entirely testified at this level (poul
try and pigs). Second, domestic breeding
acted as outset for more extensive forms

of breeding and third,25 the domestic pro
duction expectedly provided the majority
of the people of Attica with meat, wool,
leather, bone, manure, etc.26 The produc

The Marginal Lands
The evidence suggests that the production
of the basic crops of ancient Attic farming
was concentrated on the four major plains
of ancient Attica but that significant con
tributions were also supplied from the hills
and mountainous regions. The cereals
were either produced in smaller fields as
mono crops or with olives and other tree
crops. Both vine and olive are able to
grow in rather poor and stony soils, and
vine and olives normally produce long
roots better suited for extracting the limit
ed amounts of moisture from the land.

The formation of deep roots could
according to Theophrastus be accelerated
by frequently digging around the crops in
order to remove surface roots.27 Further

more, some species of modern vines dur
ing night time make good use of the
warmth accumulated during daytime in
soils consisting of great amounts of fist
sized stones and rubble.28 These are the

reasons why vine and olive are often
found on what is often called "marginal
lands".29 In this way the farmer was able
to produce crops from land otherwise
suited only for pasturage.
The field structure on plain and valley
was designed as a "patchwork" of more or
less rectangular pieces of land.30 With a
single exception no Attic estate known to
us exceeds 200 plethra (1 plethron =
10.000 square feet).The land of Hagnias
valued at two talents was big enough to
sustain a thousand olive trees.31 The estate

ofTimesius extended over 180 plethra32

tion of even a limited amount of animal

and Plutarch mentions an estate of 100

produce seems to be important especially

plethra.™ The cultivation of marginal lands
tends towards the creation of irregular
fields of varying sizes. Demosthenes gives
the odd example of Phainippus the inher

for the less well-off oikoi since the eco

nomic surplus necessary for external pur
chase was very limited.
In 5th and 4th century Attica there
seems to have been a distinctive contrast

itor of two estates (both eschatiai) with a
common boundary of 5 or 6 miles (40

between the oikoi able to invest in a num

stadies).34 If both lands were rectangular

ber of enterprises such as cereal and fruit

the accumulated area would constitute
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between 3.000 og 4.000 plethra or ten
times more than the other examples
known from Attica.33 As far as possible
both fields in the plains and the marginal
lands would be circumscribed by fences
and dikes.36

Attica, phelleis and eschatiai.4l) Theophrastus
does not mention it and it seems as if the

Greeks did not use a terminology consis
tent with our modern understanding of a
'terrace.' Bradford and Lohmann among
others have found and interpreted struc

The normal agricultural activities
involved very labour intensive processes.

tures as ancient terraces and all of these

This was indeed true in the case of the

period.41 Recently, Foxhall has argued that

hilly and stony regions ofAttica - the
eschatiai and phelleis. Agricultural produc
tion in these areas preconditioned exten
sive labour with rocks and soils including

serious doubt could be raised about the

the construction of dikes, ditches and

trenches for the regulation of the massive
amounts of precipitation falling in winter
and the maintenance of these construc
tions.37 Modern literature on ancient

Greek agriculture often points to the
importance of terraces and that the
Greeks constructed these to be able to

extend the area of cultivable land so des

have been dated back to the Classical

old age of the terraces identified in Attica
and that the absence of terraces in ancient

literature actually reflects the limited use
in Classical Greek antiquity.42 The degree
of decay of the rocks and the growth rate
of lichen or moss were used as the strong
est arguments against a 5th and 4th centu
ry dating of the terraces identified by
Lohmann in Atene. These criteria are dif

ficult to administrate and generally hard to
accept: first, the criteria used by Foxhall
are without the necessary objectivity

perately needed in (both modern and)

which enables them to be used on terrac

ancient Greece. The terraces constitute

es in general. One can, however, apply
very general criteria, e.g. does the terrace

arable lacunae by holding back soil from
erosion, moisture and thereby the impor
tant nutrients. A significant side effect of
the construction of terraces, dikes and

wall look as if it is "new" or "old", but this

general distinction does not offer much
help. We know for example very little of
how a specific rock deteriorates in a spe

trenches is the improvement of the land
itself by the collection of stones which are
transported elsewere.38 One advantage that
terraces have to offer has not yet been
acknowledged: the heat absorbing effect of

application of growth rates for lichen or
moss would demand a very special kind of
knowledge not available for the primitive

both terraces wall and the soil behind it.

botanical fauna of Attica.

The terraces, especially those facing south,
are able to preserve the solar heat received
during daytime. This provides the crops
with a higher and more constant tempera
ture throughout day and night, an advan
tage recognized by e.g. modern wine pro
ducers. The majority of the terraces iden
tified by Lohmann in southern Attica
were facing south or in southern direc

The farm structures identified by Loh
mann must be interpreted in connection
with the surrounding structures including

cific environment and climate. Second, the

terraces. No other settlement structures

were erected in the interregnum between
antiquity and modern times (post war
20th century),43 and so the terraces of
south western Attica must be interpreted
in an ancient context. On the other hand,

not associated with cultivation by Loh

it is not clear why Lohmann ignores the
possibility of a late Roman dating, sug

mann.39

gesting that southern Attica was involved

tions. However, these orientations were

The ancient documentation for the

in the so-called "late Roman renaissance"

construction and use of terraces is circum

which flourished in the 4th - 6th century

stantial.Ancient literature and inscriptions

A.D.

never mention terraces explicitely in con
nection with the two most commonly
known types of marginal lands in ancient

The results from the southern Argolid
and the publications of Zangger and
Bruckner point towards another dating
181

strategy for the terraces of Attica.44With
the improved methods which now exist
for the analysis of earth slide profiles it is
possible to determine whether a specific
erosion originates from the decay of spe
cific terraces and as a consequence
decrease the errors of dating.
However, the importance of Foxhall's
arguments against a too optimistic inter
pretation of terraces should not be under
estimated and the attention towards dig
ging as an alternative to terracing is very
useful. Digging is well testified by Theo
phrastus and the Roman authors and the
purpose of this activity was to restrain the
limited precipitation (moist) and to
remove surface roots, thereby forcing the
crop to grow deep roots, better suited for
extracting the moisture of deeper soils.
Thereby the same advantages are obtained
by digging and one avoids the labour
intensive process of constructing and
maintaining terraces. Nevertheless, Foxhall
maintains that terraces did exist but only
in rather limited numbers and only insti
gated by wealthy farmers with adequate
labour force at their disposal. It is not clear
why Foxhall after rejecting all evidence
used by previous research to indicate the
existence and use of terraces in antiquity
still maintains that they were actually used.
It seems plausible that the very limited
documentation for terraces also reflects

the rather limited extention of terraces.

Some reservations primarily concerning
the very landscape involved are, however,
unavoidable. First, I do not agree that dig
ging generally ought to be seen as a more
cost effective alternative to terracing

because the two methods appeal to two
very different types of landscape. Digging
around crops growing in rather steep loca
tions would almost certainly promote ero
sion. That is why terracing is the only
possibility available if the farmer chooses

to cultivate topographical progressive
landscapes. Digging only makes sense on
locations not so exposed to erosion and
terracing is only attractive on locations
too steep for digging. Furthermore, the
two methods are intertwined, since the

cultivaton of tree crops and vine in terrac
182

es normally involved digging around the
roots as well.

Finally, using the example of southern
Attica, I find it possible to combine the
positions of both Linn Foxhall and Hans
Lohmann. The structures identified by
Lohmann as terraces and affiliated struc

tures in the vicinities of Charaka, Agia
Photini, Legrana and Anavyssos do form
significant markers in the landscape, per
haps because they are dominant among
the few remaining man made structures in
those particular areas. Nevertheless, if the
attention is directed towards the surround

ing landscape, it is obvious that even in
these marginal areas ofAttica the so-called
terraces occupy only a minor part of the
total arable landscape at the present.45The
poor documentation for terraces simply
reflects the choises made by farmers and
that even in those very marginal land
scapes farmers was able to choose between
different strategies.

Extensive and External

Breeding
Whereas most scholars ignore domestic
breeding the external and extensive forms
of animal husbandry have received much
attention. Some scholars have focussed on

the form of animal husbandry often called
transhumance which is dictated by the climatological constraints and changes that
the vegetation undergoes during the
year.46 Because of the seasonal changes in
vegetation the flocks have to migrate
between suitable pasturages. Other schol
ars have played down or even rejected the
"free" pasture under the guidance of shep
herds, partly with reference to the poor
evidence of this, partly with reference to
the possibility of incorporating animals
into agropastoralism.47 The two parties
interpret the purpose of animal husbandry
very differently: The "trancehumanists" put
emphasis on what one might call "the
necessity of the landscape" while the
champions of mixedfarming have focussed
on the narrow (and potential) intimacy
between agriculture and animal produc
tion. Although none of these positions are

supported by substantial evidence the
trancehumanists can present examples of
annual migrations of flocks. Mixed farm
ing, on the other hand, is not documented
in an Athenian context and as stated above

there seems to be great difficulties in
accepting a widespread cultivation of fod
der crops and thereby mixed farming in
Attica. Intensive farming of Attica beyond
the boundaries of domestic production
was indeed hampered by inadequate tech
nology including lack of knowledge and
ability to distribute water and nutrients in
adequate amounts and qualities.
There exists no Greek terminology
which can elaborate on the subject of
transhumance, and only a few of the mod
ern versions of transhumance can be asso
ciated with an Athenian context. In 1988

Skydsgaard, nonetheless, emphasized three
strong arguments for the existence of
transhumance in Classical Greece. None
of these exclude Attica and Athenians as

actors and entrepeneurs in trancehumantic
production: Skydsgaard maintained that 1)
animal husbandry was a mobile enterprise
- flocks migrated between pasturage. 2)
Existence of agreements between poleis
concerning common pasturage (cpinomia)
and 3) agreements between poleis regulat
ing traffic over boundaries and between
pasturage.48
Several factors do indicate, however,

that transhumance proper was not a wide
spread activity in Classical Attica - with
regard to both number of animals and
people involved - and that other forms of
animal breeding presumably constituted a
more realistic alternative for the majority

but I expect that a cost effective flock
consisted of several hundred animals. First

of all, flocks of this size are not document

ed from Attica. If they did exist it is diffi
cult to imagine large seasonal migrations
through Attica without these causing seri
ous problems with the land owners e.g. on
the route between Parnes and the plain of
Marathon. Even though Demosthenes
(55) and Plutarch (Kimon) both refer to
fences constructed with the purpose of
keeping probata out of the fields this does
not necessarily indicate widespread trans
humance in Attica but could just as well
be a precaution against local probata or
even the farmer's own animals.

The vegetation and the fact that ani
mals raised inside Attica for a large part
had to rely on the maquis for grazing,
scarce water supplies, population density
and close to full use of the available farm

potential. All these factors must have limit
ed or even deterred potential transhumanists.Transhumance demands space and that
is something Attica was very short of in
the Classical period. Athenians interested
in transhumance had to travel abroad or

fight the Boiotians over the limited pas
turage in the Parnes region. Other options
were, however, available.

Although it seems evident that a full
understanding of the nature of animal
breeding in Classical Attica cannot yet be
achieved, the last 5 years have brought
about new knowledge and new ideas of
how animal breeding was managed in
antiquity. The key to a better understand
ing lies in a thorough investigation of the
"nature"of the landscape, in a proper eval

animals are recorded in the Athenian evi

uation of the pasturage available, and in
the roles played by animal breeding in the

dence and no examples of Athenian flocks

economy."'0 Therefore, I will advocate a

taken outside Attica are recorded.49 Fur

third model that seems to suit Attica well

of Athenian farmers. No external flocks of

thermore, only the citizens of some wealth
could expectedly honorate the investment

(and other parts of Greece with similar

demanded in transhumance since the ani

vegetational and precipitorial conditions).
This is perhaps "the missing link" between

mals themselves represented some value

the small domestic flock attractive to all

and must have been of some size to be

economies and the large transhumane

able to support a shepherd. The number of

breeding forms only attractive to the most
wealthy farmers.

animals involved in transhumance cannot

be established with any certainty at least
the previous research has failed to do so,

In 1983 Oliver Rackham observed that

the maquis contained a considerable
183

potential for pasturage (as it does for the
gathering of firewood), and in 1995
Forbes combined this information with

the data form several survey projects to
form the theory of estate based animal
breeding that existed on pasturage in ore,
shoppice, shepherds and consisted of flocks
of some size but notably smaller than the
ones involved in transhumance.51 Forbes

claimed that this form of animal breeding
had been concealed by the very way in
which the previous discussions had pro
ceeded and his aim was to unite the

either probata or horses, as one example
shows.53 In the southern part ofAttica
where the low precipitation produces a
different kind of vegetation as compared
to the north, the production was generally
more extensive in nature, with regard to
the raising of both crops and animals. This
observation is to some extent confirmed

by the latest publication on the socio-eco
nomic history of Southern Attica, includ
ing the survey conducted by Hans Loh
mann. The physiological conditions that
dominate Southern Attica also apply to

strong positions of the transhumanists and

the southern Argolid recently surveyed by

the agropastoralists. His general position
that animal breeding has generally been
underestimated, both with regard to size
and economical importance, seems to be

American scholars.54 None of the results

plausible.52 There are, however, some reser

vations to be made. The reasoning is based
upon indications rather than firm literary
evidence and/or archaeological remains no ancient writer mentions farms that fit

in all together and no farm or settlement

yet published challenge the idea that estate
based animal breeding was practised or
even dominated animal production in the
southern Argolid. A clarification of this
question will hopefully emerge from the
publications to follow.
The epigraphical evidence from Attica

shows that the most attractive pasturage
was either owned by privates, (religious)

undoubtedly intended for the kind of ani
mal breeding suggested by Forbes. Fur

institutions or by the demes.The rather
few examples of lease contracts that have
survived until today certainly concerns

thermore, the idea of estate based animal

some of the best or at least expensive pas

breeding was not applied to a specific

turage in Attica.55 Nothing indicates that
these leases included parts of the maquis
and I cannot find any reason why the vast
areas of maquis in Attica were not free to
utilize for any animal breeder in ancient

structure has been revealed which was

context or region by Forbes. This could
inspire one to make an attempt.

There are good reasons to accept the
general idea in the case of Attica. It seems

reasonable to suggest that most flocks and

Attica. This means, first, that most farmers

animals were concentrated in those

were able to shift between different pas
turages throughout the year, second, that
hypothetically farmers were able to breed
animals without having to buy or lease
expensive pasturage, a luxury probably
only reserved for the more wealthy farm
ers. Animal breeding based on the maquis
and fallow fields was probably the eco

regions most densely populated, that is,
the four plains and adjacent lowlands of
Attica. These landscapes would supposedly
constitute the types of land called agroi
and phelleis in the ancient literature and
epigraphic texts. In the most fertile north

ern regions of Attica the majority of
farmers, who had their engagement con
centrated in one region, would keep small
flocks on local pasturage and maquis and
the flocks of wealthy farmers would not
exceed 150 to 200 animals. Both catego
ries of farmers would generate a cash
income from animal breeding as a mere
supplement to the more important cereral
production. A few wealthy farmers might
choose to concentrate on the breeding of
184

nomically most attractive form available to
the majority of Athenian farmers and
therefore also the most common. The

forms of animal breeding, which demand
ed investments exceeding the expenditure
on the animals themselves, were most

probably exclusively reserved for the
wealthy citizens, who were also potentially
involved in the mining activities in south
ern Attica and the timber and wood

enterprises of Northern Attica and central
Greece. As for most other parts of ancient
Greece animal breeding was a natural and
logic part of farming.

On Farming
and Demography
The increase in the number of people liv
ing in Athens and Attica in the Classical
period was not made possible only by the
development of all potential farmland
available. Although I do agree with Han
son,56 demonstrating the limited effects of
warfare upon farming, naturally some
effect must be attributed to warfare with

regard to the demographic development.
However, most scholars agree that despite
temporary setbacks, for example during
the Persian and Peloponnesian Wars, Attica
experienced a significant growth in the
number of people both living in and liv
ing off Athens and Attica during the 5th
and 4th centuries B.C., until the reign of
Alexander the Great.57 The grain supply
was certainly responsible for a substantial
part of this development, but only in the
Classical period itself, as Garnsey pointed
out.58The majority of the documentation
for the food supply of ancient Athens
indicates that most was meant for the city
of Athens itself and for Piraeus.59 Accord

ing to Plutarch the household of Pericles
relied upon purchases from the market
financed by selling off all produce after
the harvest. Surely, this one example was
of interest simply because Pericles appar
ently acted out of the ordinary, and I find
it plausible that the majority of those

a growth in the population of the coun
tryside, i.e. the population normally selfsufficient, could only happen if the pro
duction of stablefoods could be raised

accordingly, as well. This presupposes
either an improvement in technology which was certainly not the case - or an
extension of the farmland available. The

survey of Atene conducted by Hans Loh
mann provides the best example of the
latter.

The dating of the structures identified
by Lohmann in southern Attica to the
early Classical period at the same time
suggests an early revision of the reforms of
Cleisthenes. Indeed, this expansion involv
ing one of the most marginal lands of
Attica suggests many possible changes, one
of them surely being the intention of
creating space and subsistence for a num
ber of oikoi. Another supplementary or
even single explanation would be to con
sider the importance of the finding of the
great silver motherload in Laurion in
483/2 B.C. for the specific development
of Atene. Undoubtedly, a number of citi
zens of the southern denies were involved

in mining activities. One must, however,
be cautious in suggesting that citizens of
the so-called "mining denies" in general
were engaged in a balanced production
involving both mining enterprises and
farming. Whether or not silver played a
role in the development of Atene there
seems to be no doubt, that agriculture was
an essential economic element in the

region. The agricultural basis of this deme
consisted to a very large degree of margi

nal cultivation and animal breeding. As

Athenians able to do so consumed their

mentioned above, terraces dominated the

own agricultural produce.60 In fact, no
evidence relates of any (imported) grain
travelling outside the astu. Finally, the few
examples and quantifications mentioned
in the evidence might suggest that the
grain imported to Piraeus and sold at
Piraeus and Athens was primarily con
sumed by the populations ofAthens and

countryside and this more than suggests
that the necessary expansion in the coun
tryside in the Classical period was indeed
a matter of transforming potential oros
into either agros,felleus or eschatia.

Piraeus themselves.61 If this is correct, it

implies, first, that Athenians living outside
Athens were supposed to support them
selves by their own produce. Second, that

The forms of cereal production and ani
mal breeding practised in ancient Attica
cannot be characterized as fully integrated
parts of a developed agropastoralism. The
know-how was either not available or on

an experimental basis in 5th and 4th cenI85

tury Athens. The most important argu
ment against these forms of production is
simply the landscape itself, the climatological conditions prevailing and inadequate
technology, making the farmer unable to
sustain the delicate balance between pro
ducing fodder crops and raising cattle.
Although more research has to be carried
out in the farming of Hellenistic and
Roman Greece, this position is most
clearly illustrated by the fact that agropas

water and knowledge of how to utilize
these two essentials in a more sophistica
ted integrated agricultural production.
Cereal and animal production were sup
plementary elements in a rather primitive
but yet effective exploitation of the limit

toralism was not, as far as I am able to tell,

volume allowed, for the market as well.

practised in Roman Greece, at a time
when the know-how of integrated farm
ing was effectuated in other more fertile
parts of the Roman world.

Finally, the exploitation of all the types of
landscapes in Attica was also the condition

ed resources of ancient Attica. In this form

the products of agros, phelleus, eschatia and
oros were all valuable to the Athenian

farmer who by the multiple engagements
was able to produce for subsistence and, if

for the extension of settlement. The labo

cereal-, fruit- and animal production were
separate worlds. Integrations were

rious job of transforming oros into agros
was indeed responsible for the transforma
tion of early Attica into one of the most
heavily exploited and populated farmlands

achieved but at a rather low level, which

in Classical Greece.

These considerations do not mean that

was indeed hampered by lack of manure,
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Forbes 1995,338.
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about northern Attica cf. Rackham 1983

related in the evidence: Demosthens men
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and especially Bintliff & Snodgrass 1985.
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Hanson 1983, 1995.
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